
Mr.  Enrico  Grillo  Pasquarelli  director  of  Inland
Transport  at  DG MOVE  and  Mrs.  Inés  Ayala
Sender MEP and member of  the transport  and
tourism committee of the European Parliament

Herman  de  Croo,  Chair  of  ETSC  (European

Safety

A successful International Level Crossing

Awareness Day on 22 June in more than 40 countries structured

around the joint message “Act safely at level crossings!”

Following the successful European Level

Crossing Awareness day (ELCAD) a year

ago, a great number of countries joined

this  awareness  campaign  focusing  on

educational measures and the promotion

of  safe  behaviour  at  and  around  level

crossings,  and  it  became  the

International  Level  Crossing  Awareness

Day (ILCAD), last held on 22 June this

year.

In  more  than  40  countries  across  five

continents  a  series  of  coordinated

communications actions were structured

around the joint message “Act safely at

level crossings!”: flyers were handed out

at  level  crossings,  in  schools,  driving

schools,  scout  and  guide  clubs  etc.,

posters were displayed in railway stations

and  near  level  crossings,  special

messages  were  broadcast  on  radio,

television and on LED screen in stations,

and  press  conferences  were  held  with

the national and local press.
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Transport  Safety  Council  and  former  Belgian
Transport Minister)

Eva  Molnar,  Director  at  UN-ECE  Transport
Division

Alan  Davies,  Chairman  of  ELCF  (European
Level Crossing Forum)

Luc  Vansteenkiste,  Director  General  at
INFRABEL

The  European  Commission  actively

participated in the ILCAD campaign with

its  firm  commitment  to  improve  road

safety.  The  Commission  produced  a

special  video clip  dubbed “Just  it  time”

designed  to  complement  the  national

activities in the participating countries. It

has  been  uploaded  by  partners

worldwide  on  their  websites,  and  also

shown during press conferences, in train

stations and other public areas.

As was the case last year, the European

Commission  organised  in  partnership

with  UIC,  the  coordinator  of  the

International  Level  Crossing  Awareness

Day (ILCAD) campaign, an international

press conference at the Berlaymont’s EC

Press  Room  in  Brussels  that  was

broadcast  live  across  Europe  on

Satellite.

Mr. Enrico Grillo Pasquarelli,  Director of

Inland Transport  at  DG MOVE, chaired

and opened the conference underlining

that beyond the human and social costs

of  each  and  every  road  accident,

accidents at level crossings represent a

large cost in economic terms: train traffic

is interrupted for long periods, damages

to the rail network can be significant and

the environmental consequences can be

devastating.  Calculations  suggest  that

the overall cost of these accidents at EU

level comes to about one billion euros a

year.  Level  crossing  accidents  are

specific  in  nature;  they  cannot  be

compared to any other category of road

accident and therefore deserve a specific

and targeted action.

Inés  AYALA  SENDER,  MEP  and

member  of  the  transport  and  tourism

committee of the European  Parliament,

said  that  she was  very happy that  the

scope of the campaign in favour of safety

at level crossings has widened and that

its  extension  to  the  Latin  American

Railway Association among others is very

good  news,  in  line  with  the  Spanish
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Simon Fletcher, UIC Coordinator for Europe

Anders  Lundström,  Head of  the  Safety  Unit  at
ERA

Presidency’s efforts of tackling the issue

from both sides of the Atlantic.

She  also  stressed  importance  of  the

urban  issue in  road  safety  that  mostly

focuses  on  highways  and  speedways.

The  Commission  is  making  efforts  to

include the issue of urban  road  safety,

also  supported  by  the  European

Parliament,  as  most  of  the  accidents

occur  in  urban  areas  where  level

crossings still exist. She suggested that

safety at level crossings is an issue that

could  be  included  in  the  European

Commission’s  future  road  safety action

plan.

Herman  de Croo,  Chair  of  ETSC (European  Transport  Safety  Council  and  former

Belgian Transport Minister), stated that the international level crossing awareness day

is a good day as the awareness is meant to concentrate views on a given problem.

Even  if statistics  demonstrate that  level crossing  accidents account  for 2% of road

accidents in Europe, they represent 30% of all rail accidents throughout Europe, so it is

good to draw the attention of so many stakeholders on one day and ETSC is glad to

collaborate as they did a year ago with ILCAD on this international awareness day.

Mr De Croo said that a great number of these accidents are caused by people who live

near level crossings and in many cases use them several times a day. As they are

familiar with the train schedules they pay less attention when crossing, but in doing so

are putting their life at risk. He said ETSC was very happy to contribute every effort to

this special day to try and change this behaviour.

Next to speak was Eva Molnar, Director at UN-ECE Transport Division that covers 56

member states with more than 300 000 level crossings, thus presenting a high risk for

level crossing accidents.

She  focused  on  the  overall  economic  and  societal  impact  of  accidents  at  level

crossings, which can be far more devastating than statistics suggest. They have a large

impact because they do not only result in individual tragedies. Each person lost can

amount to a tragedy for a community. She illustrated this with the example of a train

that  collides with a school bus near the school’s village – as this unfortunately has

happened several times.

Eva Molnar stressed that the impact of road rail crashes is often tragically overlooked

and deprived the attention it deserves to have. When a person dies it is a tragic loss to

the family and  to society,  but  if is a person is  killed  in  level  crossing  accident  the

tragedy is even more difficult to deal with as it is felt that the accident could have been

avoided.

She announced  that  UNECE is  ready to host  a multi-disciplinary group  of experts

including  experts  from  road  traffic  safety,  railway  transport,  road  and  railway

infrastructure,  where  UNECE  governments,  international  organisations  (UIC),  the
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European Commission and the stakeholders at large would be represented.

Anders Lundström, Head of the Safety Unit at ERA (European Railway Agency) said

that  level crossing  accidents are most definitely one of ERA’s concerns.  Actions to

improve  safety  at  level  crossings  must  be  taken  at  Member  State  level  by  joint

measures  from  the  railway  and  road  authorities,  and  other  players  such  as

infrastructure providers and the police. The agency is contributing to the improvement

of level crossing safety by providing factual information, monitoring the development

and proposing possible new legislation to the Commission.

Alan  Davies,  Chairman  of ELCF (European  Level  Crossing  Forum) underlined  that

there  is  no  doubt  that  rail  travel  is  a  safe  way of  travelling  and  that  its  risk  has

decreased in various areas in recent years, but unfortunately this can not be said for

the risk at level crossings which has remained the same for the past several years.

Level crossings now cause the most number of train accidents. Most of the risk arises

from outside the industry by users exposing themselves to levels of risk away from safe

environments such as stations. Level crossings are inherently an easy way for people to

cross a railway track,  which  makes the risk much harder for the railway industry to

control. People neglecting traffic rules on level crossings not only put themselves at risk

but also people travelling or working on trains. That is why it is so important to make

them aware that level crossings must be used with care.

He  also  stressed  that  level  crossing  accidents  must  be  considered  a  shared

responsibility  between  several  players;  not  only  highway  authorities  and  railway

authorities but  also land-use planners and land owners,  whose land  is  next  to the

railway and is accessed over a level crossing, and of course the users.

Luc Vansteenkiste, Director General at INFRABEL, representing Mr. Luc Lallemand,

CEO of  INFRABEL,  gave an  overview of  the  level  crossing  issue in  Belgium.  47

accidents with 12 fatalities occurred at level crossings in 2009. The figures tend to vary

from year to year. 2009 is considered as a good year compared to the peak year of

2007 with 76 accidents and 19 fatalities, but of course the ideal figure should be 0

accidents and 0 fatalities.

Infrabel has removed 159 level crossings over the last five years. 12m euros/year is

spent on these infrastructure works. 20m euros has been spent in the last 2 years to

improve signalling at level crossings.

One of Infrabel’s basic targets is to raise awareness among road users of the dangers

of level crossings by distributing flyers at  specific level crossings.  Everybody should

know that  three seconds pass between hearing  the train  and the train  hitting  you.

Pedestrians,  motorcyclists and cyclists think that  they have more time than cars to

escape when crossing the barriers.  This is wrong! Crossing a level crossing  that  is

closed is putting your life at risk.

In Belgium 200 cameras have been installed at level crossings to watch users and with

the objective to sanction car users, motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians that do not

respect the traffic rules. The sanctions can range from 220 euros to 2750 euros and/or

the withdrawal of a driving licence for up to 5 years, even if the road user trespasses on

a bicycle.

Simon Fletcher, representing Mr. Jean-Pierre Loubinoux, UIC Director General,  said
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that from UIC’s worldwide perspective it is immensely proud of the step that has been

taken getting from ELCAD in 2009 to ILCAD this year and of the role UIC has been

able to play in that very significant step through its worldwide commitment and network.

The International Awareness Day has been celebrated in other parts of the world – not

only in North America but  almost all of South America, South Africa, New Zealand,

Australia, and all of the subcontinent of India have been involved in the campaign. He

added that UIC is very happy with the previous announcement of Eva Molnar about the

UN-ECE proposal  for  the future.  UIC is  ready to collaborate with  UN-ECE on  that

matter.

Following their speeches the video clip “Just in Time” was show it can be viewed on

http://ec.europa.eu/roadsafety or on our our dedicated website: www.ilcad.org

Rail Freight

Invitation to the UIC Global Rail Freight Conference, 6 - 7 July

For further information please contact fonverne@uic.org ILCAD project coordinator
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2010 in St Petersburg

The professional rail  sector represented

by  UIC  is  organising  the  Global  Rail

Freight Conference on 6 - 7 July 2010 in

St  Petersburg,  at  the kind  invitation  of

the  Russian  Railways  and  their

President, Mr Vladimir Yakunin.

The  conference  will  kick-off  with  an

opening  ceremony followed  by a grand

opening  session.  High-level  speakers

such  as  Vladimir  Yakunin,  RZD

President,  and  Jean-Pierre  Loubinoux,

UIC  General  Director,  will  welcome

participants to Saint Petersburg. The first

day will consist of a four-part programme,

tackling  topics  such  as  the  need  to  drive  efficiency  in  combined  traffic,  legal

harmonization and paperless transport, conditions for the success of landbridges and

investing in the development of rail/

The second day will address important issues such as “Wagonload - thriving in North

America,  surviving in  Europe?” and Green logistics.  The conference will  end with  a

grand closing session. Finally a tour to Peterhof is organised on 7 July.

The conference will bring together high level speakers, with among others:

Zoltan Kazatsay, Deputy Director General, DG MOVE

Igor Levitin, Transport Minister Russian (tbc)

Alexey Averin, Vice President International, RZD

Martin Magold, Chief Sustainable Transport Section, UNECE

Dr. Alexander Hedderich, CEO, DB Schenker Rail

Dr. Karl-Friedrich Rausch, Board Member, DB

Pierre Blayau, CEO, Geodis SNCF

Ferdinand Schmidt, Member of the Executive Board, Rail Cargo Austria

Dr. Sebastian Jürgens, Member of the Board, HHLA

Lance Hockridge, CEO, Queensland Rail

Dr. Hans-Jörg Bertschi, Chairman, Hupac

Ralf Charley Schultze, Rail Director, GEFCO

Tadeusz Szozda, Chairman OSJD

Hisako Tsuji, Senior Economist, ERINA

Anders Jönsson, CEO, DHL Rail

Adrian Keller, Dep. CEO, SBB Cargo

Vincenzo Soprano, CEO, Trenitalia

Jacques Koch,  General Manager,  Purchasing & Procurement  Europe,

Arcelor Mittal

Anatoliy Sivak, Director General, Belarus Railway

Claude Samson, CEO, Monoprix Logistics

Michel Hennemand, President B.I.C
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Rudy Colle, President, UIRR

A reminder that you need 10 working days to obtain a visa and that we can help

you with the application procedure.

Rail Freight

International Conference / Freight

2011 International Heavy Haul Association (IHHA) Conference: Deadline for

abstract submission extended to 29 July!

The  2011  International  Heavy  Haul

Association (IHHA) Conference will take

place from  19  –  22  June 2011  at  the

Westin Hotel in Calgary, Canada.

The  main  theme  is  “Railroading  in

Extreme Conditions”. Technical sessions

will  cover  a  broad  range  of  topics  in

railway operations and technology.

The organisers are happy to announce

that the deadline for abstract submission

for the conference has been extended to 29 July.  Authors are invited to submit an

abstract  in  English  to  be  considered  for  an  oral  or  poster  presentation  at  the

conference.

Authors are asked to submit abstracts at the following link: http://www.ihha2011.org

/02-call-abstracts_e.shtml

Please visit the dedicated website: www.ihha2011.org

European Associations

For more information, please visit www.uic-grfc.org
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Henrik Abma

Hendrik Abma replaces Michael Robson at the head of a renewed

EIM

At its General Assembly held on 2 June

in Coventry, the association of European

Rail  Infrastructure  Managers  (EIM)

announced that Henrik Abma will replace

Michael  Robson,  who  is  due  to  retire

after  four  years  as  head  of  the  EIM

secretariat  in  Brussels.  Michael Robson

is  retiring  following  a career  which  has

spanned  35  years  at  British  Rail,

RailTrack,  Network Rail  and,  latterly,  as

EIM Secretary-General.

The new EIM Director-General,  Hendrik

Abma,  a  Dutch  national,  was  previously  Director-General  of  FECC,  the  European

Association of Chemical Distributors. He will take up the new position on 1 September.

Bert Klerk, the outgoing President of EIM, gave his thanks to Michael Robson for his

efforts as EIM Secretary-General and for the significant contribution he has made to the

association.  He  added  “under  his  stewardship  the  organisation  has  moved  from

adolescence towards adulthood...”

UIC conveys its sincere thanks to Michael Robson for the constructive cooperation links

that have been developed between EIM and UIC in recent years and wishes him all the

best  in  his  retirement.  UIC  also  warmly  congratulates  Hendrik  Abma  for  his

appointment  as  the  new  Director-General  of  the  European  Rail  Infrastructure

Managers.

News from UIC Members

Portugal: Dr. José Salomao Coelho Benoliel succeeds Mr.

Francisco Cardoso dos Reis as President of CP

Dr. José Salomao Coelho Benoliel, Vice

President  of CP for  the last  two years,

was  appointed  last  week  as  the  new

President  of  Portuguese  Railways

(Comboios  de  Portugal  CP).  He

succeeds  Mr.  Francisco  Cardoso  dos

Reis who has held the position as head

of  the  national  railway  company  for

almost four years. Mr. Francisco Cardoso

dos Reis was appointed the new President of the Lisbon Metro.
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UIC would like to warmly thank Mr. Cardoso dos Reis for his strong and continuous

commitment  to UIC’s work in  recent  years and wishes him all  the best  in  his new

position as head of the Lisbon Metro.

UIC also congratulates Dr.  José Salomao Coelho Benoliel  on  his appointment  and

looks forward to continuing and consolidating a fruitful cooperation within UIC’s bodies.

Next meetings scheduled

28 June 2010 - 2 July 2010: 7th Training Seminar on High Speed systems (Paris, UIC HQ)

30 June 2010 - 1 July 2010: ERIG #46 (Helsinki/Espoo)

1 July 2010: SAFETY PLATFORM STEERING GROUP VIENNA (ÖBB VIENNA)

1-2 July 2010: SET 15 (Paris UIC HQ)

5 July 2010: Re-establishing IRRB - Invitation to the IRRB meeting of 5th July (St Petersburg, Russia)

6 July 2010: RSF Sector Meeting "Rolling Stock" - 2nd Meeting (UIC 16, rue Jean Rey F-75015
Paris)

13 July 2010: TAF Steering Board Nr 16 (Brussels, UIC Office)

22 July 2010: SSMG SAFETY SYSTEM MANAGEMENT GROUP MEETING (UIC HQ)

26-27 July 2010: SET 15 (Paris UIC HQ)

27-28 July 2010: Contact strip -wire interaction of Materials (LINZ (A))

6 September 2010: INESS Steering Board (Rome)

7 September 2010: Freight Steering Committee (Paris)

7-8 September 2010: Workshop on Assessment of Existing Bridges (Paris, UIC)

9 September 2010: SSMG SAFETY SYSTEM MANAGEMENT GROUP MEETING IN BRUSSELS
(BRUSSELS)

9 September 2010: OHSG

13 September 2010: Rail System Forum Steering Board (UIC, Headquarters)

14 September 2010: Commercial group (Paris)

14 September 2010: RSF Sector Meeting "Rolling Stock" - 3rd Meeting (UIC16, rue Jean
ReyF-75015 Paris)

14 September 2010: SAFETY DATA BASE CORRESPONDENTS GROUP (UIC HQ)

15 September 2010: Joint meeting CG/TG + Technical Group (Paris)

UIC e-News Editor: Marie Plaud
Lay-out: Marija Petkovski
UIC Communications Department, Paris, 29 June 2010

Click here to subscribe: http://www.uic.org/wws/subscribe/uic_enews
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